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Louisiana is a state located 

in the south of the United 
States.
It’s a federal republic and 
it’s the 31st most extensive 
and the 25th most 
populous state of the 50 
United States.



HISTORY

Louisiana was inhabited by Native Americans before the arrival of
Europeans in the 16th century.
Louisiana has a rich, colorful historical background.

Louisiana became a French crown colony in 1731 but was ceded to
Spain in 1763 after the French and Indian Wars. On April 30, 1812,
Louisiana was admitted as the 18th state.



When Abraham Lincoln was elected president in 1861, during the
Civil War, Louisiana joined the Confederacy.
When the war ended in 1865, Louisiana underwent a period of
Reconstruction. In this period the state’s economy suffered.
The state was readmitted into the Union in 1868.



HURRICANE KATRINA
In 2005 Louisiana was hit by Hurricane Katrina, which devastated New Orleans.

Hurricane Katrina was one of the five deadliest hurricanes in the history of the 
United States. The storm is currently ranked as the third most intense  of the U.S.A.. 
At least 1,245 people died in the hurricane making it the deadliest United States 
hurricane since 1928.



GEOGRAPHY
Louisiana is bordered to the west by Texas; to the north by Arkansas; to
the east by the state of Mississippi; and to the south by the Gulf of
Mexico.
The surface of the state may properly be divided into two parts, the
uplands of the north, and the alluvial along the coast.
The Mississippi River flows through the state from north to south for a
distance of about 600 miles and flows into the Gulf of Mexico.



MAIN CITIES AND THEIR FAMOUS SITES 

NEW ORLEANS
● 380,000  inhabitans



New Orleans is a major United States port and the
largest city of Louisiana. It’s located in the south east of
the state.

The city is named after the Duke of Orleans. It is well
known for its French and Spanish architecture, as well as
its cross-cultural and multilingual heritage. New Orleans
is also famous for its cuisine, music and its annual
celebrations and festivals, most notably Mardi Gras,
dating to French colonial times. The city is often referred
to as the "most unique“ in the United States.



FRENCH QUARTER “VIEUX CARRE’”

French Quarter is the oldest neighborhood in the city of New Orleans.
Most of the historic buildings were constructed in the late 18th
century, during the city's period of Spanish.



BATON ROUGE

● 280,000 inhabitants



Baton Rouge is the capital city of Louisiana and its
second-largest city after New Orleans.

Baton Rouge is a major technology center of the
South American. The Port of Greater Baton Rouge
is the tenth largest in the United States.

The city is a culturally rich center, with settlement
by immigrants from numerous European nations
and African people.



TIGER STADIUM

It is the home stadium of the LSU Tigers football team and current 
capacity  is 102,321.  



SHREVEPORT

● 200,000 inhabitants

● Shreveport was founded in 1836



CROSS LAKE

The lake is coverd of Cipress trees and there are alligators in 
the water.



METAIRE

● 150,000 inhabitants

● It is a major part of the New Orleans Metropolitan Area



LAFRANIERE PARK

It is the biggest park in Metaire and it contains an area for
children, a little island, 5 fields of soccer and 2 fields of
baseball.



LAFAYETTE

● 115,000 inhabitants

● The city was founded in the 1830 with the name of 
Vermilionville



BORDEN’S ICE CREAM

Borden's Ice Cream is a historic ice cream shop in Lafayette and it was 

built in 1940.

It  makes Ice Creams, Sundaes, Milkshakes and Smoothies.



FESTIVALS AND 
TRADITIONS 

In Louisiana there are many 
festivals and the best known are 
New Orleans Jazz and Heritage 
Festival, Alligator Festival, Bridge 
City, French Food Festival and 

Christmas on Lights.             



1) Christmas Festival of Lights, in the city of Natchitoches: Santa comes
here when he needs to catch the Christmas spirit. From around
Thanksgiving Day through New Year’s, the historic, lakefront city
decorates with more 300,000 Christmas Lights.



2) French Food festival, in the city of Larose: this october festival

celebrates the Cajun way of life.



MARDI GRAS 
An other important festival is Mardi Gras which was introduced to New Orleans by
French settlers in the eigtheenth century. It was a catholic festival marking the last
day of the carnival season before Lent. Mardi Gras is french for ‘fat Tuesday’. This
was because families slaughtered a calf on this day. The New Orlenas Mardi Gras
really began in 1857 with the formation of the first club to organise a mask ball and
carnival parade.



CURIOSITIES

Louisiana has more than one major 
professional sports league. It has a 
AAA Minor League baseball team, the 
New Orleans Baby Cakes. The Baby 
Cakes are currently affiliated with the 
Miami Marlins. Louisiana also has a 
SHPL minor league hockey team, the 
Louisiana IceGators.



The Zurich Classic of New Orleans is a PGA Tour golf tournament held
since 1938. The Rock ‘n’ Roll Mardi Gras Marathon and Crescent City
Classic are two road running competitions held in New Orleans.



JAZZ
Jazz is the most popular musical genre of Louisiana. New
Orleans jazz began in 1910. A famous jazz band was
Kansas City jazz.



FOOD

CREOLE

Louisiana Creole cuisine is a style of 
cooking originating in Louisiana. The 
Italian and Spanish influences on Creole 
cuisine were in the heat of the peppers, 
the wide usage of citrus juice 
marinades, the supreme importance of 
rice, and the introduction of beans.

CAJUN

Cajun cuisine is a style of cooking 
named to French settlers. It’s usually a 
three-pot affair, with one pot dedicated 
to the main dish, one dedicated to 
steamed rice, special made sausages, or 
some seafood dish.



TABASCO

Tabasco sauce is a brand of hot sauce made 
exclusively from tabasco peppers, vinegar and salt. It 
is produced by the McIlhenny Company of Louisiana.

VARIETIES
Several sauces are produced under the Tabasco brand 
name, including jalapeño-based green, chipotle-
based smoked, habanero. The habanero, chipotle, 
and garlic sauces include the tabasco peppers  
whereas the jalapeño variety does not include 
tabasco peppers. 


